
Introduction of New Club Sponsors!! 

 

 

 

 

 

Who are we? 

Some of you may have seen us.  We are the poms that were often sitting in the bar last year, laptops 

spread out everywhere whilst we “worked” and admired the amazing view.  It really is the best 

office we have ever had!   

Trevor and I became social members last year, quite honestly the primary reason was for the 

beautiful place to work from during school hours.  But having spoken to so many friendly faces we 

truly felt welcomed and that we belonged. 

Neither of us have ever stepped foot on a yacht, though several of you beautiful people have offered 

to take us out to test our legs. 

As time has progressed, so have our businesses, a his and hers set of trading names held under the 

same umbrella company.  

Deans MS PTY Ltd 

Deans is the umbrella company.  It was registered in Dec 2016 and is named 

after our UK operation Deans Management Services which was founded in 

2011, which was named after the cat…but that’s a story for another time! 

It was our intention when we moved to Australia in 2017 that we replicate 

our UK business over here straight away, but with 3 years of visa fun and games our hands have 

been tied…until now! 

Deans, purely due to Trevor’s knowledge and experienced is a globally sought after partner in the 

world of plastics and material handling equipment.  Having attended the World Food Expo in Dubia, 

projected managed & redesign a crate and pallet for the worlds largest dairy, and worked with the 

UK’s top 3 bakeries what he doesn’t know about plastic isn’t worth knowing! 

Tranksit 

Whilst Deans specialises in designing the solution to your plastic 

requirements, Transkit provides the immediate, in stock 

solution.   These elements, though complimentary, do have completely 

different natures and personalities, so the decision was made to give each it's own identity.   



Transkit has already launched it’s first unique and innovative Australian product being the Oz dolly, a 

completely recyclable plastic wheeled platform to move the typical Oz (tip top) tray around at a 

fraction of the cost of comparable units and is already developing the next product to debut.  (I’ll 

give you a clue they come frosted and glazed) 

We have brought our own range of products over from the UK to inject some variety and 

“identifiable factors” into the market.  Lets just say it’s easier to spot our trays being used by 

someone who did not buy them than it is a tip top tray!   

Trevor’s experience and knowledge in the plastics industry could look to move Australia on a 

decade!  If you need any plastic items, or have an ideas that you want to explore, have a chat with 

him, it’ll only cost you a VB! 

Light n Crafty 

Ever felt guilty for throwing yet another bottle in to the 

recycling and wished you could reuse it some how? (even if its 

so that the neighbours don't hear yet another bottle clatter in 

to the bin)   

Have you ever seen the beautiful bottle lamps on Pintrest, Instagram, or in style magazines 

and thought WOW that's a great idea!  I should do that!!!  You pin the post to a board, and 

excitedly click on the link.  This link is surely going to be the magic gateway to a new 

you!  You are about to find your inner artist and create the thing of beauty that you can 

plaster all over Facebook and Instagram so that EVERYONE can marvel at your amazing 

creation!  The post is telling you, this is going to be easy!  A walk in the park!  But then you 

see the word that brings dread to your heart and ice to your veins.  Things you will need.  A 

GLASS drill bit.  Not just any drill bit....you need a glass one!!  You are fairly certain that you 

don't have one of those in the tool box and you're pretty sure you recall that these ones 

have a diamond tip!?!?  I'll be honest, the first thing that went through my mind was..."I 

wonder if cubic ziconic ones are available and a bit cheaper???“    ……    This work of art that 

you completely believed you were about to create is now more likely to shower you in glass 

than compliments and the confetti cannon….no??   just me?? 

Light n Crafty in all honesty was founded for me as I really wanted that bottle lamp, but then 

I thought, there must be others out there who want a bottle lamp.  Others who want to 

make that bottle of Champagne they are buying for that wedding a little more special and 

unique.  Others who want to reuse and upcycle their glass but feel that it's all just a bit too 

advanced/scary or simply a pain to gather all the items on the "you will need" list!     

Light n Crafty provide all you need kits that are simple enough for a novice, but have the 

finished quality of a pro!  I have already extending my range of products and will be running 

workshops from the yacht club from July. 

 



Contact 
Details  Deans MS  Transkit  Light n Crafty

Website www.deans-ms.com.au  www.transkit.com.au  www.lightncrafty.com  

Phone 0466 33 1945 0466 33 1945 0499 817 915 

Email info@deans-ms.com.au  info@transkit.com.au cheryl@lightncrafty.com  

Facebook 
Deans Management 

Services  
Light n Crafty 

Instagram 
  

#lightncrafty 

Linkedin 
Deans Management 

Services 
Transkit 
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